BSG Klagenfurt

10.Lindwurm Tennis Tournament
9.Gernot Rauter Memorial Tournament

for amputee athletes
Singles and doubles
30.09. till 02.10.2022
Klagenfurt on Lake Wörthersee

Vinko’s Tennisstüberl

BSG Klagenfurt

Patron of honor:

Christian Scheider, Mayor

Organizer:
Realization:

Carinthian Disabled Sports Association (ZVR 897 156 414)
BSG Klagenfurt (ZVR 078 602 449)

Place:

Tennis hall Klagenfurt Welzenegg
Tarragonaallee 1, 9020 Klagenfurt
Tel. 0043 463 31571

Date:

30.09. – 02.10.2022

General Management:

Reinwald Josef

ÖBSV Delegate:

Gutschy Josef

Tournament management: Gutschy Josef, Goriupp Erich
Competitions:

Singles and Doubles (A and B)

Competition mode:

according to ÖBSV regulations

Friday 30.09.:

Saturday 01.10.:
Sunday 02.10.:

12:30 Sport passport control (only for autrian
players) and welcome
13:00 Opening match doubles - long set
Mayor Christian Scheider / Amp. Sportsman
KTV player / Amp. Sportsman
afterwards start of the matches - end open
9:00 to approx. 19:00
from 9:00 Final matches

Draw:

Friday, 30.09.2022, 10:00 Tennis hall

Entry fee:

€ 10,00 per participant for singles and doubles.
The entry fee will be collected on site
16.September 2022

Entry deadline:

BSG Klagenfurt

Nominations:

Reinwald Josef
Brünhildenweg 7
9020 Klagenfurt
+43 664 4605320, peppo.r@aon.at

Quarer orders:

Pension Wachau
9020 Klagenfurt, Wilfriedgasse 19
Tel.: +43 463 217170
Happy House
9201 Krumpendorf, Südbahnweg 73
Tel.: +43 4229 26880
Hotel Krall
9020 Klagenfurt, Ehrentaler Str. 57
Tel.: +43 463 41444
Hotel Aragia
9020 Klagenfurt, Völkermarkterstr. 100
Tel.: +43 463 31222

Photos:

By registering for this event, participants agree to the following
to the publication of their pictures in media and presentations of the
ÖBSV expressly.

The organizer reserves the right to make organizational changes (long sentence,
etc.).
The organizer and the performing club disclaim any liability towards participants
and third parties in case of accidents, injuries, theft, damages, etc..
Participation in the event is at your own risk..

BSG Klagenfurt

Privacy policy:
By registering for the event, by personal signature or by collective registration by
the respective club, I confirm receipt of detailed information regarding the
processing of my personal data and the right to information, correction, deletion
and restriction of processing. Furthermore, I agree to the possible production
and further use of the photographs or other image/sound documents taken by
me at the event by the ÖBSV, including the naming of my name. Proximity
information can be found in the supplement to the announcement "Information
obligation according to Article 13 DSGVO".
Anti-doping rule:
With their registration for the event, the athletes acknowledge the
anti-doping regulations of the NADA. More information can be found on the
homepage www.nada.at
The ÖBSV supports the equality of women and men. Following this approach,
the exclusively used female expressions in this announcement refer to women
and men in the same way. (Excerpt from the statute of the ÖBSV)

The tournament management reserves the right to change existing regulations
as necessary.

